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Secure Computation on Encrypted 
Database – What ?

X Y

Z

encryption

Computation :
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data



Secure Computation on Encrypted 
Database – Why ?

“By 2012, 80% of Fortune 
1000 enterprises will use 
some Cloud Computing 
services”   - Gartner

A new paradigm in IT Outsourcing



Cloud Computing is Hot

• Fourteen universities  to study cloud computing with $5M NSF 
grant  (April 29, 2009).

• The universities receiving money include: Carnegie-Mellon, Florida 
International, MIT, University of Wisconsin, Yale, Purdue, UC-Irvine, UC-
San Diego and the San Diego Supercomputer Center, UC-Santa Barbara, 
University of Maryland-College Park, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, 
University of Virginia, University of Washington, University of Utah. 

• Corporations include IBM and Google on their “Cloud Computing 
University Initiative”, which serves as a type of spear-head group for the 
project’s goals and focuses results on industry-oriented needs.



What is Cloud Computing ?

Cloud computing is a type of computing in which "massively scalable 
IT-enabled capabilities are delivered 'as a service' to external customers 
using Internet technologies.“  - Gartner report.

(from Wikipedia)



Security on Cloud Computing

Amazon’s EC2
Database 

E(DB)
(U.S.)

encrypted 
customer
Data

(outsourcing)

A’s customers
(U.K.)

Company A
(Hong 
Kong)

customer
queries

Gartner listed SEVEN security issues in Cloud Computing:

4. Data Segregation : encryption scheme must be available to protect the 
corporate data 

Challenge: How to perform computation (queries) on 
encrypted data ??



Computation on Encrypted Data –
what is the key issue ??

Bob: the 
master

Alice: 
untrusted 
slave

x
y
…

E(x), E(y)

I want to find x+y;
I want Alice to do it for me

But I don’t trust Alice

E(x)
E(y)

Result = 
E(x) + E(y)

R = E(x) + E(y)

Privacy homomorphism (additive): 

E(x) + E(y) = E(x + y)

E-1(R)

= E-1(E(x) + E(y))

= E-1(E(x + y))

= x + y

[Rivest, Adleman, Dertouzos, Foundations of Secure Computation 1978]

Can I use R to recover 
(x+y) ?? 

Key
issue??

need a nice and 
secure encryption



What is a secure scheme ?

What is a secure scheme 
?

Can it stop the 
attacker and 
achieve the defined 
goal ?

Adversary power Security goal

Attack Model

What can the 
adversary do ?

e.g., he can access 
some data (plain text) 
and encrypt it

What does the 
adversary know ?

e.g., he knows some 
background knowledge

Security Goal

What is the primary goal ?

e.g., prevent the 
adversary from seeing the 
data 

What is the additional 
requirement ?

e.g., prevent the 
adversary from finding any 
statistical information on 
the protected data



A model for Secure Computation on 
Encrypted Database (SCONEDB)

Encrypted DBMS (EDBMS) hosting at an untrusted service 
provider

Store encrypted data
Process queries

A Three Players Game
Player 1 : Database owner  - encrypt data and send them 
to the db at the service provider

Player 2 : User of the database – issue queries to the 
EDBMS

Player 3 : Attacker – try to break into the encrypted 
database
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SCONEDB Model

CryptanalysisH DBA

Player 3 (attacker)

knowledge known to the 
attacker on the data

attacker’s guess in 
his attempt to break 

the encryption

full access 
to E(DB)



Player 2

Player 1

EDBMS

E(DB)

DB

ET() EQ()

D()

t

query
processing

K

K q

D(R)

R EQ(q)ET(t)

CryptanalysisH DBA

Player 3 (attacker)

Database 
hosting 
at the 
service 
provider

Define an 
encryption
scheme (ET,
EQ and D) 
and a query
processing
method on 
E(DB) such 
that query 
results
returned are 
correct and 
the attacker
cannot 
compromise
the E(DB), 
i.e., DBA is  
empty, given 
background 
knowledge 
H.

Problem definition:SCONEDB Model



Attack Model :Three levels of 
background knowledge

Basic capability: attacker has full access to encrypted data
Background knowledge (a three level model):

Level 1 : no background knowledge
Level 2 : attacker knows some records in DB (plain text)
Level 3 : attacker knows some records in DB and the encrypted 
values of these records, i.e., knows some (x, E(x)) pairs

x2

DB

x1

x1’
x2’

E(DB)

x3’E

x3 Level 1
attacker
Level 2
attacker
Level 3
attacker

? ? ?



Attack model – different 
background knowledge level
The attacker has full access to the EDBMS (encrypted database, 
encrypted queries)

Three levels of attacker model
Level 1: has no background knowledge (i.e., H = empty set) 
(basic level);

e.g., service provider knows nothing about the business of the 
data owner

Level 2: knows a set of points P in DB (practical level);
e.g., the adversary is a customer of the bank

Level 3: knows a set of points P in DB and their 
corresponding encrypted values in E(DB) (avoidable);

e.g., the adversary creates a new account yesterday and he 
observes there is only one new encrypted account added since 
yesterday

If a scheme survives a higher level attack, it survives a lower level one.



SCONEDB on an important query 
type: Secure kNN Computation

We develop an encryption scheme for kNN queries on 
SECONEDB to explore its applicability

k nearest neighbor query (kNN)
Database DB: a set of d dimensional points
Given a query point q, find the k nearest points to q in the 
database

q

x1
x2

d2
d1

DB

x2 is the 1-nearest 
neighbor of q



Is Distance Preserving Transformation 
(DPT) an answer to the kNN problem?

E is a DPT if
d(x, y) = d’(E(x), E(y))

kNN can be computed on E(DB) if E is a DPT

q

x1
x2

d2
d1

DB

q’

x1’

x2’d2’

d1’

E(DB)

E

(DPT)

Is this a real solution?  Can it survive attack?

Nice property ??????



DPT fails at levels 2 and 3 attack

DPT fails at a level 3 attack

DPT also fails at a level 2 attack (signature attack)

y (?)

x1

x2

DB

x3

y’

x1’
x2’

E(DB)

x3’

d1’

d2’

d3’

d1

d2

d3

Attacker’s 
background 
knowledge  
(level 3)

Attacker wants to 
compromise the 
encryption of y’ 

E

(DPT)

DPT is not a good solution, it is not secure enough.



What is the nice property for kNN 
query on E(DB)

DPT is not a solution
In fact, we only need to compute the “distance differential” 
from a query point. (Is x2 closer to q than x1 ?)

||x1 – q|| – ||x2 – q|| > 0            (1)
⇔ (x1.x1 – 2x1.q) – (x2.x2 – 2x2.q) > 0
⇔ ((x2, -0.5(x2.x2)) . (q, 1) < ((x1, -0.5(x1.x1)) . (q, 1)   (2)
⇔ x2*. q* < x1*. q*     (3)

where x* = (x, -0.5(x.x))
q* = (q, 1)

Very nice property !!!!!!
When q arrives, if we can compute x*.q* for different data points x in 
the encrypted data space, we can then determine which data point x is 
close to q.

⇔ E(x2*).E (q*) < E(x1*).E(q*)    (4)



An Asymmetric Scalar Product 
Preservation Encryption 

Scheme 1: Asymmetric Scalar Product Preservation 
Encryption

x’ = ET(x) = MT(xT, -0.5 ||x||2 )T

q’ = EQ(q) = M-1(r(qT, 1)T)

x = D(x’) = Πd((MT)-1(x’))

Encryption key:  M is a (d+1) dimension random                   
invertible matrix 

Note: ET(x).EQ(q) = x*.q*, where x*=(x, -0.5||x||) and q*=(q, 1).
So x*.q* can be computed in the encrypted space.



Scheme 1: An ASPE encryption 
scheme

Theorem: Let x1’, x2’, and q’ be the encrypted values of 
x1, x2, and q with scheme 1, then 

||x2 – q|| < ||x1 – q|| iff  x2’.q’ > x1’.q’ 
and the scheme is not a DPT. (Very nice !!!!)

q

x1
x2

d2
d1

E

(Scheme 1)

d dimensions d+1 dimensions

x1’

x2’

q’



Scheme 1: how safe ?

Scheme 1 resists level 2 attack – it preserves some 
nice asymmetric scalar product and it has broken the 
curse of distance preservation

Unfortunately, Scheme 1 fails level 3 attack – if 
enough (x, ET(x)) pairs are known to the attacker, 
the random matrix M can be solved (compromised)

x’ = MTx* (system of linear equations)

Scheme 1 is a pragmatic solution, because level 2 is a practical attack. 
Can we do better ? 



How to stop a level 3 attack ?

With enough pairs of (x, ET(x)), a level 3 
attacker can break any encryption scheme with 
a brute force attack provided that he has 
unlimited amount of computational power

Strategy : make it computationally hard for the 
attacker to break the scheme

Method : random splitting



Random Splitting before Random 
Matrix Multiplication

Scheme 1: Asymmetric Scalar Product Preservation 
Encryption

x’ = ET(x) = MT(xT, -0.5 ||x||2 )T

q’ = EQ(q) = M-1(r(qT, 1)T)

x = D(x’) = Πd((MT)-1(x’))

Encryption key:  M is a (d+1) dimension random               
invertible matrix 



An example of random splitting 

Perform random splitting on x and q before the 
random matrix multiplication in scheme 1
Example:

data (1-dimension): 
x = <1>
x* = <x, -0.5||x||2> = <1, -0.5>

query:
q = <1>
q* = <q , 1> = <1, 1>



Example: Random Splitting on data 
points

x* = xa + xb

Split!

x*

xa = <0.5, 0.7> xb = <0.5, -1.2>

ET
1(xa) = M1

T(xa)

ET
1 ET

2

q*

qa = <1, 1> qb = <1, 1>

EQ
1 EQ

2

q = qa = qb

No splitting

ET
1(xa) ·EQ

1(qa) + ET
2(xb) ·EQ

2(qb)

= xa·qa + xb·qb = (0.5+0.7)+(0.5-1.2) = 0.5 =x*·q*  

x*.q* can be recovered from the encrypted db after 
the random splitting.

x* = <1, -0.5>, q* = <1, 1>;  ensure x*.q* = 0.5 can be recovered on E(DB).

Secret (key):

(i) M1 ; (ii) M2 ; 

(ii) the random splitting 
configuration  

ET
2(xb) = M2

T(xb) EQ
1(qa) = M1

-1(qa) Eq
2(qb) = M2

-1(qb)



Scheme 2: Asymmetric Random 
Splitting

Splitting can be done independently and randomly on 
each dimension
2d+1 possible configurations for (d+1)-dimensional 
case
Key (in the scheme): 

the chosen configuration + M1 + M2

How hard to break scheme 2 ?

For d+1 = 80

If an attacker can search 1T configurations per 
second, it requires 38k years to try all possible 
configurations



Security of Scheme 2

Scheme 2 resists level 3 attack if the attacker 
cannot derive the splitting configuration 

Artificial dimensions can be added if the number of 
dimensions in the original database is small

Number of dimensions over 80 would be safe

It is a general consensus that a 1024-bit RSA key 
has a similar strength as a symmetric key 
encryption scheme with search space size of 280.



Complexity and Performance 

Complexity
Scheme 1 and scheme 2 (same)

Encryption/decryption: O(d2)
kNN computation: O(nd) 
(same as on the plain data)

Performance observations
Very low overhead
Encryption scheme is fast 

scheme 1 – 1.6s (50K, d=80)
scheme 2 – 4s (50K, d= 80)  

Query execution overhead is small
plain data – 40 ms/query
scheme 1 – 30 ms/query
Scheme 2 – 70 ms/query



What have we discovered ? A gap !!
Mainstream cryptography has its methodology and goal
Aim at the “most stringent” provable security
Security goal (semantic security)

basic requirement: protect the plain text (data) against attack
additional requirement: protect any statistical information on the 
plain text (data) against attack

e.g., More than half of the bank customers have 0.5M+ in their accounts.

Adversary power – strong attack model
capability assumption: attacker can have an oracle to 
encrypt/decrypt plaintext/ciphertext

e.g., Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA), Chosen Ciphertext Attack (CCA)

background knowledge assumption: attacker can obtain 
background knowledge h(x) on plain text x for any function h

e.g., know the relative frequencies of alphabets in English

Problem on computation – performance is often scarified. 

Our approach: bounded capability and defined goal for better performance. 



Exploit the practicality gap for 
performance 
Exploit the gap between the “stringent” security model and the 
practical situation

Security goal – practical 
basic requirement: protect the plain text (data) against attack
additional requirement: protect targeted (defined) statistical 
information only,  e.g., data distribution information

Adversary power – bounded capability
capability assumption: attacker only sees the ciphertext
background knowledge assumption: well defined 
background knowledge (three levels of attack model); no 
unbounded background knowledge 

Advantage  – more room to develop faster computation 
which satisfies the defined goal against defined attack



Cryptography vs Database

Community Cryptography Database

Security 
goal

protect original data and 
any additional information

protect original data and 
targeted statistical  
information only

Adversary 
capability

has oracle to 
encrypt/decrpt;
may have knowledge on 
any background 
information 

knowledge bounded to the 
ciphertext and some well 
defined background 
knowledge

Computation
supported

simple (e.g., addition, 
multiplication, exact 
match, ……. )

more sophisticated (e.g., knn, 
data mining, spatial queries, 
…... )

Overhead very high low



Publications on Computation on 
Encrypted Data
Data mining on encrypted data

[Wong, Cheung, Hung, Liu] 
Protecting Privacy in Incremental Maintenance for Distributed Association Rule 
Mining, PAKDD 2008.
[Wong, Cheung, Hung, Kao and Mamoulis] 
Security in Outsourcing of Association Rule Mining, VLDB 2007.

Integrity of data mining on encrypted data
[Wong, Cheung, Hung, Kao and Mamoulis] 
An Audit Environment for Outsourcing of Frequent Itemset Mining, Proceeding 
of PVLDB 2009 (VLDB).

Secure kNN computation on encrypted data
[Wong, Cheung, Kao and Mamoulis] 
Secure k-NN Computation on Encrypted Databases, SIGMOD 2009.



The End

Please !!!! No Question 



The End

Thank you. Question please !!!!  
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